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Learners, Parents, and Guardians
Mr. Travis Lee, High School Principal
HAHS School Update
October 18, 2020

Hello HAHS Bearcat Families,
This message is as follow-up to Mr. Foster’s message regarding remote learning for HAHS on Monday, October 19
through Wednesday, October 21.
We will continue to follow the hybrid remote learning schedule, with live session class periods scheduled between
9:30 am - 2:30 pm, on 10/19 - 10/21. Learners have access to the period-by-period schedule in their Grade Level
Google Classrooms. Teachers will be able to provide learners with class information for the remaining remote
days. Learners should take their remote attendance by using the link from the HASD website by 10:00 am.
Learners that attend the HCCTC will also complete their HCCTC work remotely on 10/19 - 10/21. Learners should
check their HCCTC email for directions from their instructor. Their emails are formatted via the following
convention: first initial, last name, underscore, graduation year, home school, @hcctc.org.
Example: tlee_21HA@hcctc.org
Our students are reminded that they should always be prepared the best that they can be for sudden changes to
the learning model. They should know what assignments they have due for the week by referring to the weekly
agenda and by taking any necessary materials home with them, by taking their iPad home if they do not have other
technology at home, and by monitoring email communication and Google Classroom posts from their teachers.
We greatly appreciate the cooperation that families and learners have shown thus far this year. When we have
in-person learning, it’s extremely important that learners continue to follow our health and safety protocols.
As our County and community experiences an increased rise in Covid-19 cases and community transmission levels,
we hope that everyone is mindful of proper distancing and preventative protocols, and that everyone stays healthy
and safe! We will get through this together.
Sincerely,

Travis R. Lee,
HAHS Principal

